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but the creatures which emerge from the cocoons are a travesty of the powerful, shining dragons of
old. stunted and deformed, they cannot fly. soon they become a danger and a burden to the rain

wilders: something must be done. the dragons claim an ancestral memory of a fabled elderling city
far upriver: perhaps there they will find their true home. but kelsingra appears on no maps and they
cannot get there on their own: a band of dragon keepers, hunters and chroniclers must attend them.

against all odds they have found the fabled city, yet myriad challenges remain. sintara, mercor,
heeby, relpda, and the rest of the dragons struggle to find their wingsand their independence. their
human escorts, too, must contend with unsettling upheaval: thymara, tats, rapskal, sedric, and the

others are transforming into elderlingstrue dragon companions. as old rules give way to new
alliances, secret fears, and adult desires, the keepers must redefine their lives as they attempt to

reawaken kelsingra to its former glory. but gaps in the dragons' memories leave them all struggling
to recover the magic that once animated the great city. with dragon keeper, robin hobb, critically

acclaimed, new york times bestselling master fantasist (baltimore sun), begins a breathtaking new
series about the resurgence of dragons in a world that both needs and fears themthe world hobbs
readers most recently visited in her immensely popular tawny man trilogy. volume one of the rain

wilds chronicles, dragon keeper is yet another magnificent adventure from the author of the soldier
son and farseer trilogies, confirming the contra costa times of californias assessment of hobb as one

of the most important writers in 21st century fantasy.
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What seems to be the answer to all their problems leads them to a secret rival city: their own lost
homes destroyed over generations by the invading murgu. Now it seems that both the dragons and
the humans have something to gain. Yet the dangers are as numerous as the rewards are great. The
fate of the Rain Wilds will be decided as the dragon keepers, hunters, and chroniclers set out on the

journey once again. A prequel to the first book of the Tawny Man trilogy, From Rhyme to Ruin,
Dragon Keeper, is the follow-up novella to Hobb's critically acclaimed first novel. Never before has

this fantasy epic in words so brilliantly conceived and so vividly realized been made available for the
first time in ebook form. And it is never more true than now that the library is the last best refuge.
For online readers, it is the ultimate gift, for there are so many ways to access this treasure trove:
from the comfort of your reading device to download to your computer, tablet, or phone. Special

Features:“ When dragons come among us, we will learn a lesson we will never forget.”–Robin Hobb,
New York Times bestselling author of the dragon trilogy, The Tawny Man Trilogy “ So inspired, I dare

you to listen to another one!” –Robert Jordan, New York Times bestselling author of the Wheel of
Time “ Read a book. Enjoy it, enjoy it, enjoy it. That's what a book is for.”–Harrison Bergeron, author
of The Night Circus "Compelling… brilliant."—Kirkus Reviews Robin Hobb was born in California but
grew up in Alaska. It was there that she learned to love the forest and the wilderness. She has lived

most of her life in the Pacific Northwest and currently resides in Tacoma, Washington. She is the
author of five critically acclaimed fantasy series: The Rain Wilds Chronicles (Dragon Keeper, Dragon

Haven, City of Dragons, Blood of Dragons), The Soldier Son Trilogy, The Tawny Man Trilogy, The
Liveship Traders Trilogy, and The Farseer Trilogy. Under the name Megan Lindholm she is the author

of The Wizard of the Pigeons, Windsingers, and Cloven Hooves. The Inheritance, a collection of
stories, was published under both names. Her short fiction has won the Asimov's Readers' Award and

she has been a finalist for both the Nebula and Hugo awards. 5ec8ef588b
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